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HT66FV240 PCB Layout Guide 

D/N : AN0360E 

General Description 

The HT66FV240 is a highly integrated SOC MCU. With its internal 16-bit PCM Voice ADC 

and internal hardware G.711 voice CODEC for voice compression and decompression, 

the device can meet the demands of high-quality sound applications. Its voice application 

flexibility can be seen in its internal features such as microphone input and speaker digital 

volume control with its hardware SPIA DMA function allowing for fast communication with 

external RF ICs while its SPI interface can be used for data reception and transmission. 

The additional I2C interface provides a means of communication with other peripheral 

devices. The internal 12-bit SAR ADC can be used to interface to external sensors or to 

other analog signals. The device also includes a 16-bit monophonic voltage type DAC as 

well as a class AB audio amplifier. Naturally the device includes a Hole 8-bit embedded 

microcontroller as well as 4K16 bits of Flash Program ROM and a 1288 capacity 

EEPROM. The high degree of functional integration ensures that applications using this 

device will only require a minimum of external components. With good noise rejection 

characteristics this new device will allow for easy and flexible voice based product design. 

The following application content uses a HT66FV240 Record/Play Demo Board to 

describe the PCB Layout considerations. 

Main Features 

 Operating Voltage : 2.2V ~ 5.5V

 Oscillator Types

 External 16MHz Crystal -- HXT

 External 32.768kHz Crystal -- LXT

 Internal 32kHz RC -- LIRC

 Flash Program Memory : 4K16

 Data Memory : 3848

 EEPROM Memory : 1288

 16-bit CTM1 / 16-bit STM1 / 16-bit PTM1

 8-level subroutine nesting

 Dual Time-Base functions

 Two external interrupt lines

 In Application Programming function -- IAP

 G.711 standard compander
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 Programmable sampling rate  for audio recording and playback 

 Microphone pre-amplifier 

 High performance 16-bit PCM A/D Converter for audio recording 

 Internal power amplifier for speaker driving 

 High performance 16-bit audio D/A converter for audio playback 

 Internal digital volume control 

 Digital Programmable Gain Amplifier -- PGA 

 DMA function uses a SPIA interface for external data transfer 

 Serial Interface Module -- SIM for SPI and I2C functions 

 8-channel 12-bit ADC 

 Package Type : 48-pin LQFP 

Note : The SPIA interface has a level function using its external VDDIO pin. 

Block Diagram 
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Pin Assignment 
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Record / Play Demo Board Application Circuit  

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

VDD: Digital Power 
AVDD1: DAC Power 
AVDD_PA: Amplifier Power 
AVDD3: 16-bit PCM ADC Power

Connector 

Power 
Circuit

Add a RC filter to stabilise the 
VDD during audio playback 

Add a RC filter to stabilise the PCM 
ADC power during audio playback

  

AVSS3 should be 
independently connected to 
ground to avoid interference 
caused during audio playback.

Speaker
Output

VSS: Ground 
AVSS1: DAC Ground 
AVSS_PA: Amplifier Ground 
AVSS3: 16-bit PCM ADC Ground 

As the PA is a noise source during 
audio playback, the AVSS_PA 
should be independently connected 
to ground to avoid interference with 
other ground lines. 

Microphone 
Input 

SPI Flash 

HT66FV240
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PCB Layout Considerations 

Component Layout Principles 
 In principle the components are placed on the top layer 

 Give priority to the power filter capacitor which should be placed as close to the 

HT66FV240 as possible. Other components should also be located as close to the 

HT66FV240 as possible. 

 Reserve enough space for VDD and VSS line routing during component placement 

 Try to locate the record related components within the same area 

 For the wireless data transmission application mode, care must be taken with the RF 

signal path during component placement. The components should be placed as close 

to the HT66FV240 as possible, along with the component PADs. Line lengths should 

be kept to a minimum. In addition to the matched components, it is necessary to avoid 

placing components near the antenna, to avoid any adverse RF operation. 

Routing 
 As rectangular outlines more easily accumulate charge, there exists point discharge 

effect. Therefore, PCB stability will be easily affected. To solve this problem, it is better 

to use 45 degree angles or arcs.  

 The distance between the lines must not be less than 8 mils. 

 The distance between the line and the through hole must not be less than 8 mils. 

 The distance of adjacent through holes must not be less than 8 mils. 

 The distance between VDD and VSS must not be less than 12 mils. 

 The PA routing width must not be less than 8 mils. 

 The PA routing must not pass through the HT66FV240 and other components. 

 The component routings around the microphone input circuit should not be routed 

through a jumper line. 

 The power signal lines must be connected to a bypass capacitor located close to the IC 

power pins. 

 To avoid interference caused due to instantaneous large currents, generated when PA 

is operating, the three power groups; VDD/AVDD, AVDD_PA and AVDD3, should have 

their power sources routed separately. 

 The two bypass capacitors which are connected individually to AVDD_PA, VDD and 

AVDD should be connected together to VSS.  

 To avoid the interference caused by instantaneous large currents, generated when PA 

is operating, the three ground groups; VSS/AVSS, AVSS_PA and AVSS3, should be 

routed separately. 

 The three ground groups, VSS/AVSS, AVSS2_PA and AVSS3 should be independently 

connected to ground using poured copper. The VSS and AVSS, should have large 

areas covered with copper. 

 AVSS_PA should be independently connected to the ground and not be connected to a 

bypass capacitor. 
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PCB Layout 

Top View 

 

Bottom View 
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PCB Component Layout 

 

Record / Play Demo Board Outline 
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